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TRUSHOT SURVEY ACCURACY: SENSOR CALIBRATION CHECKS
The accuracy and performance of a survey tool depends largely on the level of quality control 
exercised by the user during usage and the degree of sensor calibration. Quality control is a 
function of how diligently the recommended procedures and verification checks are adhered to. The 
procedures include a series of verification steps taken before and after the survey is completed. They 
include checks to account for presence of natural or man-made magnetic disturbances, extreme 
temperatures, tool alignment and sensor calibration. 

Calibration Certification

TruShot™ is supplied with a unique certificate of calibration corresponding to the serial number 
permanently shown on the brass tool body. It contains the published specification reference as well 
as the tested value along with the acceptance criteria. The actual results shown are indicative of tool 
calibration and product specifications at the time of shipment from Boart Longyear facilities. It is valid 
for tools supplied by Boart Longyear or an authorized distributor and is void for any equipment which 
has been modified or abused. 

TEST RESULTS

Tool Status:

Certified by:

ERROR LEVELS (RMS)

Accelerometers:

Dip Error (≤____°)

Roll Error (≤____°)

GTot % Error  (≤____°)

Magnetometers: 

Dir. Error (≤_____°)

M% Error (≤_____°)

M.Dip Error (≤_____°)

CONFIDENCE CHECK: POSITION 1

Roll: M-Tot Azimuth Dip

Ref.

0°

90°

180°

270°

CONFIDENCE CHECK: POSITION 2

Roll: M-Tot Azimuth Dip

Ref.

0°

90°

180°

270°

IDENTIFICATION AND TRACEABILITY

Model: 

Software Version (OS):

Software Version (CAL):

Tool S/N:    

Module S/N:   

Accelerometer Batch Code: 

Magnetometer Batch Code: 

Calibration Temp:

Date Calibrated (MM/DD/YYYY): 

Calibrated by:

CALIBRATION EQUIPMENT: ACCELEROMETERS

Equipment ID:

Date Certified (MM/DD/YYYY):   

CALIBRATION EQUIPMENT: MAGNETOMETERS

Equipment ID:

Date Certified (MM/DD/YYYY):    

CONFIDENCE CHECK EQUIPMENT

Equipment ID:    

Date Certified (MM/DD/YYYY):   

TRUSHOT™ CERTIFICATE OF CALIBRATION
The tool identified by the serial number permanently shown on the body has been calibrated and tested according to global 
Boart Longyear™ manufacturing standards and product specifications. All parts used in the manufacture and assembly 
conform to Boart Longyear specifications and can be traced by quality control records. 

The actual results shown are indicative of tool calibration and product specifications at the time of shipment from Boart 
Longyear facilities. It is valid for tools supplied by Boart Longyear or an authorized distributor and is void for any equipment 
which has been modified or abused. Refer to the product user guide for more information on operational verification before 
and after usage.

Authorizing Signature: 

RECOMMENDED RECERTIFICATION DATE:

ISSUE DATE:

_________

_________

First Name, Last Name

Revision Date: 13 Feb 2018
5700302 B

S/N: _____
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results verifying tool 
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verification fixture
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prior to shipping and 
valid for 1 year
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Calibration Verification

Calibration verification can be accomplished in the field by performing what is known as a roll test. A 
roll test is an indicative test method used to quickly identify damaged or out-of-calibration tools that 
does not rely on a precise comparison to a verified azimuth or dip value. Boart Longyear™ recom-
mends weekly roll tests are completed on 
each instrument before and after usage. This 
will help ensure tools are operating correctly. 

A simple stand can be constructed using an 
angled aluminum L-section to hold the tool 
in a fixed azimuth and dip direction, while 
allowing the tool to rotate 360° about its axis. 
To minimize errors, the tube inclination or dip 
must not be vertical or near vertical. A dip of 
approximately 60° or less is recommended. 
If the jig is to be fixed to the ground, only use 
cement without aggregate, blue metal or other 
magnetic-influencing material. Any fasteners 
or clamps for supporting the jig must also be 
aluminum, or non-magnetic material (brass or 
stainless steel 316 for nuts/bolts).

Location and Precautions

To minimize magnetic anomalies, choose a location for the test that is free of magnetic interference 
as much as possible. In particular, make sure that vehicles are at least 15 meters away, stationary 
metallic objects are at least 3 meters away and there are no overhead electric power lines or 
equipment that generate magnetic fields (electric motors, generators, etc.).

All individuals conducting 
the test must be at least 
3 meters away when a 
survey is taken. If that is 
not possible, they must 
remove metallic objects 
from their person including 
mobile phones, tablets, 
keys, watches, wrenches in 
back pockets, steel capped 
boots, etc. while the test is 
in progress.

Boart Longyear roll rest jig in the field

Operator taking survey 3 meters away due to magnetic interference caused by PPE
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Performing Roll Tests

a. Create a hole with the name “roll 
test” using the TruShot handheld.

b. Label each communication window 
with the numbers 1, 2, 3 & 4 using a 
permanent marker or paint pen.

c. Place the TruShot tool on the jig 
at a 60° angle or less, starting at 
position 1. 

d. Start a multi shot survey. Enter 1m 
as the default starting depth and 1m 
for the depth increments. 

e. Stand a distance of at least 3 
meters away from the tool and take 
a survey.

f. When the survey is complete 
at position 1, approach the survey 
stand and rotate the roll position by about 90° clockwise to the next marked position on the 
communication window. 

g. Stand a distance of at least 3 meters away from the tool and take another survey.

h. Repeat until this process for positions 3 and 4 until a survey is taken at all four points.

i. Flip the TruShot tool so that it is now pointing 180° to the original position. 

j. Rotate tool back to the first communication window marking  and repeat steps e to h.

k. Retrieve the data from the tool and send to a USB memory stick or record the results on paper.

Checking the Data

The entire data set consisting of 8 
individual surveys resulting from the 
roll tests can be recorded in a simple 
table and analyzed by short hand 
calculations. The TruShot tool is 
functioning correctly if the following 
conditions are met for position 1 and 
position 2.

a. The difference between the 
maximum and minimum azimuth is 
less than 1°. 

b. The difference between the 
maximum and minimum dip is less 
than 0.5°. 

c. For the above tests to be valid, the difference between the maximum and minimum magnetic total 
must be less than 500nT and the difference between the maximum and minimum magnetic dip 
must be less than 0.5°. If they are larger, magnetic interference could be impacting the azimuth 
data which could invalidate the results. 

If the criteria above is not satisfied, the tool may need to be returned for recalibration. The results of 
the roll tests should be included with the returned tool for reference.

NOTE
If regular calibration verification cannot be completed, survey 
data should be monitored closely for any sudden change in 
direction. The tool should be flagged and quarantined while the 
issue is investigated. 

TruShot tool with communication window markings

ROLL CHECK: POSITION 1

Roll: Mag Total Mag-Dip Azimuth Dip

0° M1 MD1 A1 D1

90° M2 MD2 A2 D2

180° M3 MD3 A3 D3

270° M4 MD4 A4 D4

ROLL CHECK: POSITION 2

Roll: Mag Total Mag-Dip Azimuth Dip

0° M5 MD5 A5 D5

90° M6 MD6 A6 D6

180° M7 MD7 A7 D7

270° M8 MD8 A8 D8

Sample table to for hand calculations
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TRUSHOT SURVEY ACCURACY: MAGNETIC INTERFERENCE 
 
Magnetic interference is a disturbance of the geomagnetic field by an external source. TruShot 
uses magnetometers to establish its own direction relative to magnetic north, therefore a magnetic 
disturbance can cause anything from minor to significant errors to the accuracy of the azimuth 
measurements. Since TruShot has magnetic anomaly detection functionality, it is possible to flag and 
filter erroneous data points and still obtain an accurate hole survey. This article will identify common 
sources of magnetic disturbances and recommended best practices to ensure risks to survey 
accuracy are avoided.

Magnetic Interference Sources

Potential sources of magnetic 
interference can be both natural or 
man-made. Some examples include 
drill strings, rods and casings, 
magnetic formations, adjacent wells, 
imperfections in non-magnetic drill pipe, 
etc. In most man-made interference 
scenarios, azimuth measurement errors 
can be minimized or eliminated by 
maintaining an adequate distance from 
the interference source whenever a 
survey is taken. 

Drilling equipment interference is 
the most common source of errors 
in azimuth measurements that can 
be easily eliminated by following 
the recommended deployment 
methodology. The typical survey

method in diamond drilling applications is to position the tool at least 4.5 meters beyond the drill bit 
using non-magnetic extension rods. In RC drilling, the survey tool must be placed within a sufficient 
quantity of non-magnetic drill pipe above the bottom hole assembly when azimuth measurements are 
a requirement. For dip-only measurements, surveys can be taken within the drill string without any 
issues.

Natural sources of interference include 
a variety of magnetic minerals such as 
magnetite or pyrrhotite which will cause 
errors in the azimuth measurements. 
In practice, it is unlikely the source of 
error can be removed. In these cases 
it is important to be able to identify the 
location and magnitude of the magnetic 
disturbance so that an appropriate 
assessment of the survey data can be 
made upon review of the data. 

If only a limited amount of data is 
compromised by a magnetic anomaly, it’s 
still possible to plot an accurate hole path 
by omitting the suspected survey points 
and applying the appropriate de-survey 
algorithm to the data. TruShot View 
software included with every tool provides 
a range of post-processing options to correct for magnetic anomalies. The acceptable magnetic 
reference value can be measured locally using the survey tool and stored in the handheld. This value 
will auto-populate in TruShot View, or can be entered manually or corrected in the software settings.

Non-magnetic extension rods used for downhole spacing

Down-hole magnetic anomaly (pyrrhotite) detected by TruShot  
and confirmed on surface using a magnetic susceptibility tool
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Registering a Magnetic Reference

The TruShot handheld can be configured to register a magnetic reference from which natural or 
man-made magnetic disturbances can be identified. The default reference tolerance for magnetic 
disturbance identification is ±1000nT for the magnetic field strength reference and ±0.5° for the 
magnetic dip reference. Following the completion of a run, survey points which lie beyond the 
reference tolerance can be identified by a flashing azimuth value on the handheld. 

Step 1: Finding a Clean Location

To set up the magnetic reference, a magnetically clean location must first be identified visually and 
verified with the procedures below. To begin, find a location at least 30 meters away from the rig or 
any metal including cars, rods etc. Similar to the calibration verification, eight surveys in two positions 
are required.  

a. Create a hole with the name “mag test” using the TruShot handheld.

b. Label each communication window with the numbers 1, 2, 3 & 4 using a permanent marker or 
paint pen.

c. Place the TruShot tool on the jig at a 60° angle or less, 
starting at position 1. 

d. Start a multi shot survey. Enter 1m as the default starting 
depth and 1m for the depth increments. 

e. Stand a distance of at least 3 meters away from the tool 
and take a survey.

f. When the survey is complete at position one, approach 
the survey stand and rotate the roll position by about 
90° clockwise to the next marked position on the 
communication window. 

g. Stand a distance of at least 3 meters away from the tool 
and take another survey.

h. Repeat until this process for positions 3 and 4 until a 
survey is taken at all four points.

i. Flip the TruShot tool so that it is now pointing 180° to the 
original position. 

j. Rotate tool back to the first communication window marking  and repeat steps e to h.

k. Retrieve the data from the tool and send to a USB memory stick or record the results on paper.

Checking the Data

If the difference between the maximum and minimum magnetic total values is less than 500 nT
and the difference between the maximum and minimum magnetic dip values is 0.5° or less, proceed 
to step 2. Otherwise relocate to another spot and repeat.

Step 2: Acquiring the Magnetic Reference

a. Place or keep TruShot in the same spot where it passed step 1.

b. Press Setup on the handheld and scroll down to the magnetic reference option and press the Yes 
button.

c. Follow instructions on the handheld.

d. Press the get button and point to the TruShot tool in the same way a survey would be retrieved.

ROLL CHECK: POSITION 1

Roll: Mag Total M-Dip

0° M1 MD1

90° M2 MD2

180° M3 MD3

270° M4 MD4

ROLL CHECK: POSITION 2

Roll: Mag Total M-Dip

0° M5 MD5

90° M6 MD6

180° M7 MD7

270° M8 MD8

Sample table to for hand calculations
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TRUSHOT SURVEY ACCURACY: TRUSHOT VIEW SOFTWARE DATA QA
Boart Longyear’s TruShot View software is designed to accept survey files from TruShot tools and 
perform data quality assurance, analysis and hole path visualization. TruShot View also provides the 
option to enhance and reformat the data if required for entry into third party software packages for 
further de-surveying. 

Why use TruShot View Software?

The TruShot View user interface allows for basic analysis of the tool data which can quickly highlight 
a range of minor issues that are easily fixed within the software. Both the data table and 3D hole path 
plot use color-coded indicators, making it easy to distinguish between the original raw data and the 
good, bad, filtered and processed hole information.

Common issues addressed by TruShot View are presented below:

• Fix ‘Bad’ Shots: TruShot View has the capability to identify bad survey points caused by 
magnetic interference or tool movement and fix or filter the data as required. The fixing and 
filtering of survey points is accomplished by algorithms which analyze the expected magnetic 
totals, dip and gravity sensors and the neighboring survey points. The specific algorithm applied 
is based on the software settings selected in TruShot View which can be set to either auto or 
manual. 

• Detect Duplicate Survey Points: It is not uncommon for a duplicate survey to be taken at the 
same depth in scenarios where the driller has become distracted or is unsure about the quality 
of the initial survey. TruShot View will detect these duplicate surveys and combine them to 
eliminate the erroneous data point.

• Detect Duplicate Surveys: Another common occurrence is a driller may take a second survey 
within the same hole file. TruShot View will be able to highlight the suspect data and separate or 
combine it according to the user needs.

• Hole Path Visualization: All holes will deviate from the original azimuth and dip due to varying 
hardness and composition of the underlying geology. The visualization capability in TruShot 
View provides immediate hole path visualization that can be rotated or scaled as needed. The 
hole path is color-coded with brown lines representing original good data, red lines representing  

TruShot View User Interface

1 2 3

54

1. Hole 
Information

2. Data 
Processing & 
View Options

3. Handheld and 
Tool Info

4. Raw Data 
Table

5. Graphic Hole 
Path View
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original bad data and green lines representing the original bad data that has been fixed.

• Local Magnetic Declination Compensation: Magnetic survey tools measure the azimuth with 
respect to the magnetic north. TruShot View allows the user to easily input the local magnetic 
declination which immediately converts the azimuth to the “true north” values.

• Modify Export File Formats and Types: Data from the TruShot handheld can be directly 
exported in standard “comma separated variable” format (.csv) or the “default data interchange” 
format (.dif). When a .dif file is opened in TruShot View, the user can choose exactly what data 
columns will be exported, the order of export and modify the column names as required. The 
order in which the data is displayed in the exported file can be changed by selecting the desired 
row and dragging to the new location. The name of the data can be modified by double clicking 
the export title and entering an alternative name. Only data selected by the check box will be 
included in the file export. All preferences can be saved as a template for future reference.

What happens after using TruShot View?

Once the raw survey file has been analyzed and exported in TruShot View, the resulting file will 
contain a series of accurate 3D coordinates (X, Y, Z) with respect to the hole collar. This file can then 
be imported with confidence for de-surveying in any third party geological modeling software.

For more information, consult the TruShot User Guide, or contact your local Boart Longyear GDS 
representative.
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ROLL CHECK: POSITION 1

Roll: Mag Total M-Dip

0° M1 MD1

90° M2 MD2

180° M3 MD3

270° M4 MD4

ROLL CHECK: POSITION 2

Roll: Mag Total M-Dip

0° M5 MD5

90° M6 MD6

180° M7 MD7

270° M8 MD8

ROLL CHECK: POSITION 1

Roll: Mag Total Mag-Dip Azimuth Dip

0° M1 MD1 A1 D1

90° M2 MD2 A2 D2

180° M3 MD3 A3 D3

270° M4 MD4 A4 D4

ROLL CHECK: POSITION 2

Roll: Mag Total Mag-Dip Azimuth Dip

0° M5 MD5 A5 D5

90° M6 MD6 A6 D6

180° M7 MD7 A7 D7

270° M8 MD8 A8 D8

Blank Roll Check for Field Calibration Verification

Location:                                                                

Date:                                                       

Blank Roll Check to Register a Magnetic Reference

Location:                                                                

Date:                                                       


